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SURFACE PLANER

& THICKNESSER

Tables
Both tables are precision ground cast iron with The
Planer on-feed table 25 mm widerfor rebating'
Thicknessing table has in built roller for easy feed.

Fence
Precision ground cast iron, adjustable through V-slides
to cover the full width of the table.

Up to 45'tilting adjustment through free moving pivot
links with a positive stop at 90'.

Both movements securely locked by clamp levers.

Guarding
Rear bridge guard automatically covers cutterblock with
fence in any position. Front bridge guard readily
adjustable, ensures complete safety for the machinist.

Simplicity of design
combined with qualitY
engineering

Power Feed
Achieved by spiral fluted infeed roller and plain out feed
roller driven by chain through a reduction gear and
independent motor ensuring a constant cut and high
quality finish. (Variable feed available as an optional
extra).

2-Knife Cutter Block
Finely ground and balanced high grade steel, mounted
in heavy duty sealed-for-life bearings. Driven by high
performance V-belt, easily adjustable.

Knives securely clamped by steelwedges spring loaded
to facilitate simple setting with gauge provided.

Anti-Kickback Fingers
lntegrated into the main frame of the machine ensure
maximum operator's safety.

Safety
From the design concept, maximum emphasis is placed
on health and safety, as well as ease of operation.

Electrics
The motors are totally enclosed, fan cooled,
continuously rated. Operated by push button starter
with no-volt release and overload protection.
Either stop button willstop both motors.
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Chamfering with tilting fencê.

Thicknessing with simply-fitted chip chute.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Thicknessingcapacity 300/230mm

Planingwidth 305mm

Maximumrebate 20mm

Feedrate 6.5m/min

Cutterblockspeed 4900rpm
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Rebating up to 20 mm using Shaw Guard for maximum safety

Motor-drive 1.5kW(2hp)

Motor-feed 75kW(lhp)

Nettweight 330k9

Grossweight 415k9

Dimensions of seaworthy case 168x81 x 107cm

Volume 1.46m3

a Net (0293) 782444.1nt. + ¿14 293 782444.
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